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Setting a new standard in DeFi with our proprietary
staking mechanisms
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Mission Statement
Coldbank generates revenue for its holders through the addition of
liquidity and the DAO. Profits are then returned in the form of the DAO
dashboard and more liquidity added; creating a deflationary token that
will grow organically.

What is $COLD?
$COLD is a decentralized deflationary token on the Ethereum chain that
uses its trusted deflationary contract and techniques to further profit
gains for holders. Shareholders of Coldbank will be able to vote on which
yield farming assets to purchase through the DAO dashboard. Profits from
the DAO dashboard will be returned in the form of more liquidity added,
growing the $COLD liquidity pool.

Why should you invest?
Much like a hedge fund or ETF, each $COLD token represents a share in
the profits of Coldbank. Coldbank allows for holders to benefit from the
long-term holding from the growth of the liquidity pool. $COLD will allocate
a certain percent in the marketing wallet to invest in assets that will be used
for yield farming. The profits from such assets will be redistributed to
stakeholders in the form of liquidity added. Our team of experienced crypto
financiers constructs a risk-balanced fund of multiple tokens and coins to
identify projects before they reach their full potential.

How does it work?
Through our trusted deflationary contract and investing techniques,
each buy and sell contributes to the liquidity pool. This makes the
token less volatile, thus, keeping the stakeholder’s profits safe from
inorganic pumps and large dumps. Buyers contribute 6% to the
liquidity pool, 5% to the marketing wallet, and 3% for the developer
fee. Sellers contribute 8% to the liquidity, 5% to the marketing wallet
and 3% for the developer fee. These tokenomics ensure the longevity
of the token as there is no need for sudden buybacks or artificial
pumps. Artificially pumping the token leads to large amounts of sells
for holders of $COLD to secure profits. However, through our liquidity
contract, we have ensured that there is no need for holders to panic
sell. As the liquidity grows the holder's investment grows and the
impact of others selling is negligible.

$COLD tokenomics
The maximum supply of Coldbank is 1 Trillion Tokens, or
1,000,000,000,000. Buyers contribute 6% to the liquidity pool, 5% to
the marketing wallet, and 3% for the developer fee. Sellers contribute
8% to the liquidity, 5% to the marketing wallet and 3% for the
developer fee. The Marketing wallet will be used for purchasing
yield-bearing assets which will also be redistributed to holders
through the dashboard (in development). A summary of this can be
viewed on the next page.
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Ecosystem expansion
Coldbank Academy
Investing is hard. As such, our team at Coldbank will release multiple forms of media to
educate our holders, on each of our investments. These will take the form of official Tiktok
and YouTube videos, as well as Medium articles. We will go in depth on the reasoning
behind why such projects deserve a spot in our portfolio and include all relevant
information in an easy-to-consume form. This allows all $COLD holders to make informed
decisions on the future of our portfolio.

Monthly and Quarterly Reports
Tracking the previous performance of our investments is vital to attracting new holders.
Transparent summaries on the performance of our assets will be released monthly as
well as quarterly. These reports aim to demonstrate to the wider community that we
have a proven track record of earning consistent profits.

ROADMAP

1
Fair launch on Uniswap
Extensive Marketing Begins
200 Holders
600 Telegram Members
Partnership with Influencers
Whitepaper Release
DAO Release
10 Million Market cap
Viral Campaign

3
CoinMarketCap Listing
Website Redesign
Articles
2000 Holders
3000 Telegram Members
Audits
Major CEX Listings
50 Million Market cap
Collaborations

2
Strategic Partnerships
CoinGecko Listing
600 Holders
1000 Telegram Members
Billboards
Certifications
Community Growth
25 Million Market cap
CEX Listings
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